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Welcome to Fifth Dimension™, a new era in vehicle Preservation and
Protection.
Don’t you love the feeling of stepping into a new car - that superb ‘new car‘ scent, the pristine condition of the interior
and the glorious finish of the duco? Wouldn’t you want to maintain that feeling for as long as possible? Welcome to
Fifth Dimension, a new era in vehicle Preservation and Protection. Fifth Dimension is an innovative program designed
to keep your car in showroom condition for years and years to come, both inside and out.
It’s a unique mix of irresistable ground-breaking products and new ideas, like our SMART, Small Accident Repair
Technology scratch ‘n dent program and new enhanced Concours P4™ Paint Protection. And when you purchase
Fifth Dimension, you’ll receive a Rewards Pack that includes our environmentally friendly ‘dry shampoo‘, that will
ensure that even during times of severe water restrictions or drought, you’ll still be able to keep your car in a sparkling
condition.
Fifth Dimension is exclusive, and only available through accredited dealerships. So for an outstanding investment
in vehicle protection, choose environmentally friendly Fifth Dimension, and get the very best out of motoring
now, and for years to come.
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Concours P4™
High performance paint protectant that out-shines and outlasts all others.
•
•
•
•

Self-cleaning titanium dioxide TiO2 composition oxidises organic compounds
Enhanced with a UV protectant to prevent fading and premature aging
Provides exceptional stain resistance against bug-splatter, bird and bat droppings, tree sap, acid rain, salt spray, grime, grease and road tar
Chemically inert and will not react with contaminants from the environment

Fifth Dimension Concours P4 seals exterior paintwork with a coating that delivers extreme durability, hardness and a brilliant shine with a self cleaning
property which breaks down dirt and grime. It’s composed of UV light sensitive titanium dioxide TiO2 that when struck by light photons, reacts with
air and water to oxidise organic compounds, turning them into carbon dioxide, hydrogen and other bi-products that escape into the air.
TiO2 is present in nano particles suspended in a cured, inorganic clear coating. These nano particles act as a permanent oxidising generator that only
need UV light, oxygen and water vapour to work. Only the organic matter is destroyed, the TiO2 itself is inert and remains unchanged. This innovative
technology has set an exciting benchmark in paint protection.
With Fifth Dimension Concours P4 at work, dirt will rarely get the chance to build up, and when it does, it washes away easily. This means less
washing, less water usage, less environmental impact and a brilliant shine for years to come.
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SMART Membership

PRESTIGE ALLOY WHEEL FINISH

A breakthrough in small accident repair technology!

Blemishes such as curb scrapes
can ruin the appearance of alloy
wheels. So can scuffs across
hub caps. Using SMART
repairs, we restore the
damaged area, matching and
spraying the original colour,
returning the wheel to its
original condition. This repair
service excludes machine and
chrome finished wheels.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No quotes, mobile service, we come to you
Certified repairs within 14 days
One fixed fee for each repair
Repairs to pressure dents and scratches
Repairs of scruffs and scrapes to bumper bars & alloy wheels
Repairs to seats, trim, vinyl and leather surfaces
Unlimited repair visits for 2 years
No expensive insurance excess

SMART Membership is an innovative program for small accident auto repairs which
employs 21st century Small Accident Repair Technology, developed to help keep
your vehicle in pristine condition. Once you’ve signed up, you’ll have two years
of unlimited repairs, for scratches, scrapes, chips and dents as well as repairs to
damaged interior trim and alloy wheels so you can continue to enjoy the sparkling
paintwork, shiny wheels and immaculate ‘as new’ interior of your new vehicle.
Talk to your Sales Consultant for more information on general membership terms
and conditions.
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Leather Preserver
Preserves the authentic scent and luxurious feel of brand new leather.
•
•
•

Preserves the “new leather” aroma
Deep down moisturising protection
Softens hard leather

•
•
•

Not a multi-purpose sealant, scientifically designed for leather
Provides a highly effective barrier against stains, spills and marks
Lifetime Warranty

Preserve that ‘new leather’ aroma.
There’s nothing quite like the feel and aroma of leather in a new car. So, why not preserve that feeling for as long as you can? Fifth
Dimension Leather Preserver works by actively penetrating the pores of each leather panel, nourishing, moisturising and protecting it. Unlike
other products, Fifth Dimension Leather Preserver is scientifically formulated for leather and is not a multi-purpose vinyl/leather sealant.
Leather Preserver’s high-quality lanolin formulation soaks deep down into the hide to maintain and enhance its softness and suppleness,
protecting leather surfaces against hardening, drying and cracking. It also provides a highly effective barrier against stains, spills and marks of
all kinds.
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Carpet & Fabric Protector
A true breakthrough in environmentally friendly fabric and carpet protection.
•
•
•

Water-based, non solvent, environmentally friendly
Resilient and effective stain barrier
Ideal for pet owners

•
•
•

Non-toxic, important for those with allergies
Contains Bacti Shield™, a bacterial protection system
Lifetime Warranty

Protect fabric against harmful bacteria.
Fifth Dimension Carpet & Fabric Protector provides durable and invisible protection against common oil and water-based spills while being
completely safe for you, your family and the environment. Containing the bacterial protection system Bacti Shield™, this remarkable product from
Fifth Dimension will protect your vehicle’s fabric against harmful bacteria, moulds and fungus. Just the sort of allergens that may cause respiratory
conditions like asthma or hay fever.
Fifth Dimension Fabric Protection also has a water-based formulation. This means it’s totally safe, non-toxic, non-hazardous, non flammable,
non-carcinogenic and emits no odour and all of this without compromising any of its effectiveness.
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Vinyl Conditioner
New formulation vinyl protection to nourish and protect vinyl surfaces.
•
•
•
•

UV stabilised against discolouration and fading
Water repellant, easy care with spills
Low-sheen, non-greasy, non-slick
Longer lasting ‘as new’ appearance

•
•
•

Tough barrier against scuff marks and stains
Not a multi-purpose sealant
Lifetime Warranty

Nourishes and protects vinyl surfaces.
Today’s vehicles use increasingly sophisticated interior coatings, including high quality vinyls. But despite being robust and long-wearing these
surfaces can still benefit from a protective product to preserve their original look and texture. Fifth Dimension Vinyl Conditioner enhances internal
vinyl surfaces including dashboards, consoles and other trim by penetrating below the surface layer to nourish and protect, keeping them in
‘as-new’ condition.
Plus, it forms a tough barrier against scuff marks and stains. It also contains powerful ultraviolet inhibitors to shield against damaging UV rays and
temperature fluctuations that cause surface cracking and discolouration. And what makes Fifth Dimension Vinyl Conditioner so unique is that it
is purpose-built for vinyl to ensure your vehicle’s vinyl surfaces receive the ultimate protection and durability.
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In recognition of your investment in vehicle protection, Fifth Dimension
will present you with a bonus Car Care Reward Pack. This valuable pack
contains unique and exclusive products designed to complement the Fifth
Dimension program.
These include:
• Fifth Dimension ‘Dry’ Shampoo. A specially formulated environmentally
sensitive option for a water-free car clean.
• Fifth Dimension Shampoo. High quality shampoo containing Carnauba
Wax specially formulated for use with Concours P4™ Paint Protectant
• Fifth Dimension Window Tint Cleaner. Especially designed to clean and
protect film surfaces.
• Fifth Dimension Leather Pen/Stain Remover. Unique formula helps
removes pen and ink stains safely and effectively, cleaning and recoating
with a protective surface. Only applicable with leather seat option.
• Fifth Dimension Carpet and Fabric Stain Remover. Helps remove stubborn
marks and stains in carpet and fabric.
• Fifth Dimension Application Cloths. Designed for use with your Reward
Pack contents.

Carpet & Fabric
Protector

Vinyl
Conditioner

Bonus Pack!
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Membership
2 SMART
Pack
Unlimited repair visits for 2 years
The SMART Program allows you to enjoy unlimited
repairs to your car, for the period of your membership.
Your BONUS Membership Pack includes a Membership
Card as well as further information on this program.

3 BONUS!
BONUS Alloy Wheel Protector
An advanced protective coating for your alloy wheels, that
is highly effective against the build up of brake dust &
environmental contaminants such as road tar, dirt and salt
spray.
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For more information on these products, please contact us
so we can direct your enquiry to an accredited dealer.
Ph +61 3 8809 2700
Fax +61 3 9830 2845
www.motorone.com
ACT
New South Wales
Northern Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Victoria
Tasmania
Western Australia

02 9748 6444
02 9748 6444
07 3252 2788
07 3252 2788
08 8346 6042
03 8809 2700
03 8809 2700
08 9445 1344

275 Canterbury Road
Canterbury Victoria 3126
Australia



